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 Abstract

 This paper documents business cycles' fluctuations in Chinese provinces.

 China's de facto federalism, within a context of great geographical and economic

 diversity, suggests the great importance of policy coordination between provinces.

 We investigate the role of various potential determinants of provincial business

 cycles' synchronization. We consider exogenous factors like distance and size as

 well as policy factors such as industrial, fiscal and trade policy. Results emphasize

 the benefits of domestic trade and local fiscal policy rationalization on the

 stabilization of output fluctuations. However, they also identify international trade

 and local economic policy heterogeneity as growing centrifugal forces.

 • JEL Classification: E32, F41, E63

 • Key Words: China, business cycles' co-movement, specialization, trade

 I. Introduction

 This study aims at investigating the determinants of business cycles'
 synchronization through a careful study of cross-regional experience within a
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 single country. We argue that the regional dimension is worth exploring because, as

 subunits within pre-existing currency and economic unions, regions are natural

 benchmarks to examine adjustment patterns to asymmetric shocks. They may also

 provide relevant insights on the implications of international macroeconomic
 coordination schemes.

 We choose China as the focus of our study. This country is characterized by a de

 facto federalism as many regulatory responsibilities, firms as well as economic and

 financial powers were placed in the hands of the 30 provincial governments

 (Zhang and Zou, 1998). The analysis of the dynamics of business cycles'
 synchronization will help respond to the concerns expressed recently about

 whether Chinese economic reforms were successful or not in promoting domestic

 market integration (Young, 2000). Looking at business cycle co-fluctuation

 between Chinese provinces will indeed help to infer about the degree of their

 economic integration.1 More precisely, we investigate if business cycle
 synchronization proceeds in a homogenous manner across Chinese provinces or,

 conversely, if non-linearity exists in the correlation of regional activities in China.

 Assessing the business cycle co-movements of Chinese provinces has a very

 important implication for the evaluation of the costs associated with the current

 common currency within the country. This study provides a primary indication of

 whether Chinese provinces fulfill the condition established in the traditional

 literature on optimal currency areas (Mundell, 1961), under which the loss of

 macroeconomic flexibility associated with a common currency is small. This loss

 relates to the cost of processing the necessary adjustments in case of asymmetric

 shocks. When asymmetric macroeconomic shocks occur across the member

 countries, monetary policy cannot be tailored to an individual economy's particular

 disturbances. Hence, it is less costly for the economies to form a common currency

 if the business cycles' are synchronized across countries (Shin and Wang, 2004).

 China's vast population and territory, as well as its geographical and economic

 diversity, suggest the great importance of policy coordination between the central

 'As suggested by an anonymous referee, the issue of business cycles' synchronization relates to that of
 GDP convergence. Numerous papers have tested GDP convergence between Chinese provinces relying
 on different methods such as the Markov transition matrix methodology (Sakamoto and Islam, 2008) or

 panel unit root test (Narayan, 2008). While they fail to reach a clear consensus, they suggest possible
 convergence of income between Chinese provinces (Narayan, 2008; Chen and Fleisher, 1996; Jian et al.,
 1996). While we feel that these tests on the degree of convergence among the regions' GDP are valuable

 and provide complementary information on a related topic, we do believe that they lie out of the scope
 of this paper and that interested readers can find them in papers entirely devoted to the testing of GDP

 convergence.
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 and sub-national governments. This issue is all the more relevant given that over

 the past 20 years China has made substantial efforts to decentralize its formerly

 autocratic fiscal and economic management system. The objective of this
 decentralization was to increase the local governments' responsibility for local

 economic development and their autonomy in carrying out fiscal functions to

 achieve this goal.2 However, while fiscal and economic decentralization promoted

 growth in many regions, it also brought many unintended problems, including

 rising local government deficits, weakening macroeconomic management, and

 increasing regional disparities (Ma and Norregaard, 1998).

 We address two main questions. First, using simple correlations of output to

 measure business cycle synchronization, we ask what the degree is of business

 cycles' synchronization within China? Two related issues are firstly how it has

 evolved over the course of the reform process and how it differs across China?

 Second, what determines the extent to which business cycles' co-fluctuate between

 two Chinese provinces?

 Bystrom et al. (2005) suggest that China probably is more of an optimum

 currency area than first expected. Our study intends to investigate the driving

 forces behind economic cohesion, measured by the synchronization of business

 cycles'. We specifically pay attention to the impact of provincial differences in

 terms of industrial, fiscal, monetary and trade policies. We find that overall the

 decentralization of economic authority to provincial governments is associated with

 lower economic cohesion. Notably, we estimate that over the period from 2001 to

 2004, a one standard deviation increase in fiscal divergence between a pair of

 provinces induces a 10% reduction in their business cycles' correlation. This effect

 is both statistically and economically significant.

 Our empirical strategy relies on monthly output data for 30 Chinese provinces

 over the period from 1991 to 2004 for which monthly data are available. First, we

 remove seasonal cycles' thanks to the US Census Bureau's X12 seasonal
 adjustment program. Second, we de-trend the data using the Hodrick and Prescott

 (1997) filter, a conventional procedure in the literature. We then calculate the

 correlation of the resulting cyclical components. We investigate the magnitude and

 determinants of cross-province correlations. We explicitly assess the role of four

 main factors: production specialization dissimilarity, local policy coordination,

 domestic integration and differences in terms of engagement in international trade.

 2 Reforms also intended to preserve an adequate degree of fiscal control for the central government.
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 We consider the sensitivity of these relationships to the inclusion of justifiable

 controls and we investigate in detail possible sources of endogeneity. This analysis

 of business cycles' correlation is interesting to us since it should help us to deduce

 some policy implications as to how to promote deeper integration between Chinese

 provinces.

 The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides some stylized facts on

 economic decentralization and policy coordination in China. Section III presents

 the empirical methodology and the data used to investigate business
 synchronization patterns in China. Section IV reports our main empirical findings

 on the determinants of business cycles' correlation between Chinese provinces.

 The final section concludes our findings.

 II. Economic Decentralization and Policy Coordination in China

 China's duplicative domestic market is referred to as cellularized along the

 provincial borders (Donnithorne, 1972) due to its horizontal principle of economic

 management. It is traditionally based on a territorial or regional planning where

 local authorities govern most economic activities in one geographic region across
 different economic sectors. The decentralization reforms initiated in 1980

 reinforced China's de facto economic federalism as greater fiscal, economic and

 regulatory responsibilities as well as the ownership of firms were devolved to

 provincial governments. Although the central government still maintained the

 responsibility for defining the fiscal system so that the rate of taxation and the

 fiscal bases remained uniform throughout China, the administration and collection

 of taxes was initially devolved to the provinces on a large scale. From 1979 to

 1993, the central fiscal power gradually weakened: the central government's share

 of expenditures (after revenue-sharing) declined from 51 percent to 28 percent (Ma

 and Norregaard, 1998).

 The 1994 reform aimed at stopping this evolution with the intention of

 reinstating a greater degree of fiscal centralization. The fiscal liberty of the

 provinces clearly weakened, as they could no longer establish fiscal contracts with

 the companies and accord them exonerations as an instrument of their industrial

 policy or as a recompense for investment in infrastructure. Moreover, in line with

 the initial objective of the reform, their share of fiscal revenues declined to the

 benefit of the central government. Nevertheless, several features suggest that the

 reform concretely reinforced the fiscal autonomy of the provinces (Hua and
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 Guillaumont, 2004). Notably the new law indeed leaves the provinces discretionary

 power in the administration of these taxes, as it is very difficult for the central

 administration to control an activity as vast as local fiscal administration (Balh,

 1999). Moreover since provinces entirely benefit from the revenues that they

 collect themselves, they are in a position to adapt their collection effort to the

 desired level of their fiscal expenditure. This autonomy manifests itself in the

 extremely different fiscal effort across provinces.

 The key institutional feature behind the divergence between provincial interests

 and the lack of policy coordination in China is the continuing role of local

 governments as owners and managers of a significant part of the local economic

 base. Most authors recognize that distortions remaining in the beginning of the

 1990s, most notably disproportions between "basic" raw materials sectors and

 "processing" sectors, justified the divergence of provincial objectives and policies
 across China. There is however a debate on the evolution since the mid 1990s. At

 one end of the spectrum, Young (2000) makes the extreme assertion that, over the

 past 20 years of economic reform, China has evolved into "a fragmented internal

 market with fiefdoms controlled by local officials". On the other end of the

 spectrum, Naughton (2003) indicates a reduction since the mid 1990s in the forces

 constraining local governments and tipping them toward market intervention (such

 as the need to defend employment levels). The author claims that the central

 government's efforts to impose a harder budget constraint on the state banking

 system have consequently made it more costly for local governments to attempt to

 countermand market outcomes. The analysis of the dynamics of business cycles'

 synchronization will help determine whether the devolution of discretionary

 economic and fiscal power in the hands of provinces translated into greater

 economic cohesion in China. This question relates to the anti or pro-cyclical nature

 of provincial policies: does policy heterogeneity help to offset asymmetric shocks

 or is it in itself a source of shocks? Furthermore, it will indicate whether the

 deepening of economic reforms as well as the fiscal recentralization attempts in the

 mid 1990s were successful or not in promoting domestic market integration.

 III. Data and Empirical Methodology

 A. Evidence from Raw Data

 We use provincial gross output value of industry reported every month.3 by the
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 National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) from the third month of 1991 to the first

 month of 2005. Output figures are expressed in 1990 constant price. They cover all

 the 30 Chinese provinces4 except Tibet. This province is dropped from our sample

 due to much missing data.5

 We start with a direct comparison of business cycles' synchronization between

 Chinese provinces. First, seasonal patterns are removed by the US Census Bureau's

 X12 seasonal adjustment program. Second, the cyclical component of output

 fluctuations is isolated by filtering our data on regional activity through the

 Hodrick and Prescott (1997)'s filter.6 Finally, the degree of synchronization of

 business cycles' is measured using estimated correlation coefficients on the de

 trended provincial output v.

 Formally, let £ be the estimated correlation between the cyclical components

 of regions i and j, yj and yp respectively: p.. = covty, y.yJvar(yi)var(yj) .
 Bilateral correlations are computed over the thirteen-year period of the dataset

 (1991-2004). We also split the sample into three sub-periods: 1991-1995, 1996

 2000 and 2000-2004 to grasp insight into how economic cohesion evolved over the

 reform progress. Those three sub-periods correspond to three successive steps of

 the economic reforms and exactly match the Eighth, Ninth and Tenth Five-year

 plans respectively.

 The Eighth Five-year Plan (1991-1995) corresponds to the first strides on the

 road to socialism with Chinese characteristics. The important speech by Deng

 Xiaoping in 1992 marked the beginning of a new stage for reform in terms of

 opening up and modernizing. The "industrial policy" of the first half of the 1990s

 focused overwhelmingly on energy, steel, and other "basic industries".
 Infrastructure development was also at the top of the agenda in order to ease

 shortages and bottlenecks. By the mid-1990s, though, this economic environment

 changed. Economic reform reduced the demand for intermediate goods, while

 3While data on annual GDP or output for all Chinese provinces are available for the period 1952-2004,
 monthly data are available only from 1990 onwards.

 4Chongqing data were consolidated with those of Sichuan in order to ensure time consistency despite the
 fact that this municipality was granted the provincial status in 1997. Data sources are detailed in the
 appendix.

 5Relying on employment data, we find out that Tibet business cycles are negatively correlated with those

 of other provinces. This suggests that Tibet is a complete oudier. Its exclusion from the sample would
 therefore be required even though data would have been available.

 6In applying the filter, we choose the parameters following those recommended by the literature. In the

 case of the HP filter, we have set the smoothing parameter lambda at 14400 for monthly data (Ravn and
 Uhlig, 2002).
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 supply increased.

 The Ninth Five-year Plan (1996-2000) consequently focused more on the

 development of pillar industries such as machinery, petroleum processing, raw

 chemical materials and construction industries to promote overall economic

 development (Lu, 2002). Pillar industries were expected to have high-income

 elasticity, significant technological (learning by doing) content, and spillover

 effects in economic development. Local governments put in charge of carrying out

 their own planning exercises, responded enthusiastically and took investment

 decisions that sharply increased the new capacity under construction. Naughton

 (2003) argues that the result has been something just short of disastrous, with

 massive over-capacity in a range of "pillar industries", especially building

 materials, metallurgy, petrochemistry and automobile industry.

 The year 2001 marked the entry of China into the WTO and locked China into

 the path of reform in terms of financial liberalization and marketization. The tenth

 Five Year Plan (2001-2005) promotes further engagement in international

 integration. At the same time, however, rising disparities in line with great

 economic performance heterogeneity induce authorities to mitigate their
 preferential treatment towards the Coast and foster economic development of the

 interior provinces.

 Tables 1 and 2 report some basic correlation results. Table 1 gives the average

 correlation for each province for each sub-period while Table 2 differentiates

 average correlation according to the traditional sub-division into two regions: Coast

 and Interior. This decomposition into coastal and interior provinces is one

 commonly used in official publication and still guides economic and industrial

 policy planning. This subdivision draws from the recognition of China's regional

 dualistic development structure and geographic, economic and administrative

 coastal-interior cleavages (Yang, 1997). In China, the coastal region has both a

 more developed transport infrastructure and a higher engagement in economic

 liberalization and restructuring. Conversely, interior provinces suffered greatly

 from distorted central policies (undervalued raw materials prices, preferential

 taxation for the coast, investment and reforms biased in favor of coastal regions).

 These depressed interior provinces resorted to autarkical policies (import
 substitution and protectionism) to make up for the perceived unfairness and

 developed their own processing industries in the shelter of trade restrictions over

 the end of 1980s and beginning of 1990s. Figure 1 in the appendix displays the

 distribution of bilateral business cycle correlations to help the reader better
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 Table 1. Average Business Cycles' Synchronization by Province

 Output Correlation  1991-2004  1991-1995  1996-2000  2001-2004

 Coastal Regions

 Beijing  0.42  0.39  0.23  0.58

 Tianjin  0.06  0.39  -0.27  0.41

 Hebei  0.55  0.49  0.37  0.70

 Liaoning  0.53  0.47  0.35  0.70

 Shanghai  0.19  0.40  -0.17  0.39

 Jiangsu  0.41  0.33  0.12  0.70

 Zhejiang  0.36  0.47  0.11  0.49

 Fujian  0.33  0.45  0.18  0.51

 Shandong  0.50  0.39  0.23  0.68

 Guangdong  0.21  0.53  -0.12  0.35

 Guangxi  0.37  0.42  0.32  0.37

 Hainan  0.27  0.21  0.17  0.47

 Interior Regions
 Shanxi  0.43  0.20  0.17  0.64

 Nei Monggol  0.52  0.42  0.32  0.69

 Jilin  0.38  0.31  0.29  0.51

 Heilongjiang  0.49  0.34  0.38  0.61

 Anhui  0.42  0.55  0.34  0.67

 Jiangxi  0.46  0.43  0.26  0.60

 Henan  0.46  0.49  0.22  0.59

 Hubei  0.49  0.51  0.29  0.67

 Hunan  0.52  0.48  0.36  0.70

 Guizhou  0.46  0.32  0.33  0.68

 Yunnan  0.30  0.47  0.04  0.34

 Shaanxi  0.52  0.50  0.29  0.70

 Gansu  0.40  0.27  0.23  0.50

 Qinghai  0.30  -0.02  0.04  0.47

 Ningxia  0.46  0.34  0.24  0.61

 Xinjiang  0.42  0.22  0.26  0.53

 Sichuan  0.45  0.56  0.38  0.49

 Source: Authors' computation.

 visualize our explained variable.

 Results emphasize a decrease in the average level of cycle synchronization

 between 1991-1995 and 1996-2000 followed by an increase over the following

 period. It shrinks by nearly 50% between the first two periods from 0.39 to 0.20

 and it rose by nearly 185% to reach 0.57 over the 2001-2004 period. The decrease
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 Table 2. Average Output Correlation by Group of Regions

 1991-1995 1996-2000  2001-2005

 I II Evolution I-II III Evolution II-III Evolution I-III

 Coastal

 Region
 (55 obs.)

 0.541

 (0.0237)

 0.115

 (0.0428)

 -78.79%***  0.563

 (0.0305)

 390.38%***  4.01%

 Interior

 Region
 (136 obs.)

 0.386

 (0.0191)

 0.343

 (0.0224)

 -11.08%*  0.671

 (0.0162)

 95.37%***  73.72%***

 Interior

 Coast

 (187 obs.)

 0.368

 (0.0174)

 0.129

 (0.0268)

 -64.81%***  0.517

 (0.0204)

 299.29%***  40.49%***

 Global

 Average

 (378 obs.)

 0.400

 (0.0119)

 0.204

 (0.0175)

 -48.90%***  0.579

 (0.01296)

 183.45%***  44.85%***

 Robust standard errors in parentheses

 *, ** and *** denote significance of the difference at 10%, 5% and 1% confidence level respectively.

 International context

 EUand US:1981-1997

 France/Germany: 1983-1996

 Average within country 0.64

 Average cross-country 0.4 Average

 Average within country 0.74

 Average cross-country 0.43
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 Figure 1. Business Cycles Correlation Histograms
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 in business cycle correlation over the 1990s appears to be a general evolution.

 However it is clearly driven by the specific cases of Tianjin, Shanghai and

 Guangdong. The business cycle correlation of these provinces with the rest of the

 country drops from a positive and relatively high value to a negative one

 throughout the decade. This pattern relates to the rising heterogeneity between

 those coastal provinces that engaged boldly in the process of enterprise reform,

 privatization and marketization and those crippled by the weight of inefficient and

 out-of-date heavy industries. Some provinces, like Shanghai or Guangdong,

 enjoyed a strong growth in comparison to other coastal provinces, which suffered

 from economic stagnation over the second sub-period.

 We anticipate internationally integrated and liberalized coastal provinces'

 activities to be determined by specific features and as such to be relatively

 independent from the national business cycle. We need to verify whether this

 pattern manifests itself in the existence of a border effect, that is, a significantly

 lower business cycle correlation between the coast and the rest of the country.

 However, it is possible that highly localized rapid economic growth in a few

 coastal provinces makes it inappropriate to consider the coast as a homogeneous

 group. As a matter of fact, rapid growth occurred in a heterogeneous fashion across

 coastal provinces. As such, localized successes amid more modest progress may

 materialize in lower business cycle correlation between provinces acting as free
 agents and provinces that are more in line with the national trend. Lower

 correlation may be expected from within the coastal region than between Interior

 and Coastal provinces as well as between Interior provinces.

 This evolution is reversed towards the end of the 20th century. Average business

 cycles' correlation within China climbed from a rather low level in the beginning

 of the century to a figure, over the period from 2001 to 2005, that is almost

 comparable to that existing between regions within the US as measured by Clark

 and Van Wincoop (2001). These authors find that the average within country GDP

 correlation was around 0.64 for the United States and European Union against 0.40

 for the average cross-country correlation over 1981-1997. These figures can also

 be compared to those for France and Germany: average correlation within country

 is found to be 0.74 against 0.43 for the average cross-country correlation over the

 period 1983-1996.

 Thus from a rather low level of business cycles' synchronization at the

 beginning of the 1990s, China evolved to a level quite similar to that of developed

 economies at the beginning of the 21th century. The investigation of cycles'
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 synchronization determinants in China will shed light on the forces at work behind

 the successive drop and increase of business cycle synchronization in China. It will

 help to identify centrifugal forces that may threaten China's economic cohesion as

 well as centripetal forces that central authorities should promote.

 B. Estimation Method

 In order to investigate the determinants of cycle's synchronization in China, we

 regress bilateral correlations in business cycles' across Chinese provinces based on

 the following equation:

 p .. = a + (3 Xjj + yDistance.. + 8Adjacency-j + K Size^ + + E^

 where Xy encompass variables intended to test for potential spatial discontinuities

 in China and include determinants of business cycles' synchronization other than

 those relating to distance, adjacency and size. We follow Frankel and Rose (1998),

 Imbs (2003), and Calderon et al. (2003) in using White (1980) heteroskedasticity

 consistent standard errors for hypothesis testing purposes. As concerns about

 potential endogeneity will rise for some of the determinants we intend to

 investigate, we perform Durbin-Wu-Hausman test7 and proceed with two-stages

 least-squares (2SLS) estimations. This approach intends to deal with empirical

 biases due to two distinct problems: the reverse impact of business cycles

 correlation on its determinants and the potential correlation between the
 investigated determinants and the regression residuals which contain random

 shocks and other omitted factors. As such, our instrumental procedure will
 guarantee that our results are not significantly affected by other exogenous or

 endogenous mechanisms not accounted for in the estimations.8 We moreover

 account for the potentially complex variance-covariance structure of the residuals

 relying on the two-step efficient generalized method of moments (GMM)
 estimator.9

 First, we directly test the existence of discontinuities in terms of regional

 activities' correlation in China through the study of a Coast-Interior separation line.

 This approach draws from the recognized atypicality and marginalization of the

 7Validity of instruments has been tested by Hansen J statistic overidentification test.

 8We thank an anonymous referee for raising this issue.

 9As stated in Clark and Van Wincoop (2001), the fact that correlations in business cycles are measured
 with error may create a specific type of heteroskedasticity in the residuals of the equation that standard
 White corrections connot account for.
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 Table 3. Business Cycles' Synchronization-sub-period 1991-1995
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 Table 4. Business Cycles' Synchronization-sub-period 1996-2000
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 Table 5. Business Cycles' Synchronization-sub-period 2001-2004
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 China as an Integrated Area?  911

 interior provinces that for the greatest part of their history have been disadvantaged

 by both their inferior conditions for economic growth in a large sense and by

 neglect or even discrimination on the part of the central government (Lin et al.,

 2002; Demurger et al, 2002).

 A lower correlation between provinces could be the consequence of high

 average distance between them. We follow Clark and van Wincoop (2001) and

 assume that business cycle correlation reflects interaction intensity. As such we

 take into account various structural exogenous elements in the analysis of business

 cycles' correlation between Chinese provinces. We control for the distance

 separating the provinces as well as for their potential adjacency. Respectively

 negative and positive signs are anticipated as we expect lower correlation to prevail

 between further apart provinces (Clark and van Wincoop, 2001, Barrios et al.,

 2003). Moreover as higher correlation between provinces could be the result of

 their larger sizes and therefore greater opportunities for within-province

 diversification, we incorporate a variable that captures the combined size. We

 expect the size effect to be positive (Clark and van Wincoop, 2001; Barrios and de

 Lucio, 2003; Barrios et al., 2003).

 IV. Empirical Results

 Results are reported in Table 3, 4 and 5 for each of the three sub-periods

 successively. They follow the same logical order in terms of explanatory variables

 introduction. In addition to exogenous spatial characteristics, we successively

 assess the role of four main factors: sectoral specialization dissimilarity, local

 policy coordination, domestic integration, as well as differences in terms of
 international trade engagement.

 Various tests enable us to control for the quality and reliability of our empirical

 strategy. At the bottom of the results tables, we successively report the explanatory

 power of the regression, the Hansen J statistic, the list of endogenous variables and

 the list of instruments used in the IV procedure. We further report the partial R2 of

 excluded instruments in the case of 2-SLS estimation. It provides the explanatory

 power of instruments for each endogenous variables. The Hansen Sargan test of

 over-identifying restrictions helps checking that instrumental variables are valid

 (i.e. uncorrelated with the error term) and that the excluded instruments are

 correctly excluded from the estimated equation. Under the null hypothesis, the test

 statistic is distributed as chi-squared in the number of over-identifying restrictions.
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 A rejection casts doubt on the validity of the instruments. In no case the validity of

 our instruments is rejected.

 A. Identification of Lines of Fracture and Control for Exogenous Factors

 In Column 1 of these tables, we focus on the potential cleavage existing between

 Interior and Coastal parts of China. We rely on two complementary dummy

 variables that capture the divergence from the benchmark that is the average

 business cycle correlation between interior provinces. The first dummy (Intra

 Coast) equals 1 when provinces i and j are located in the Coastal region and 0

 otherwise. It measures the extent to which average synchronization betwee Coastal

 provinces differ from that between interior provinces. The second dummy (Interior

 Coast border) equals 1 when provinces i and j are located across the border

 separating the interior and coastal regions and 0 otherwise.

 Over the first sub-period the intra-Coast dummy enters with a positive and

 significant sign while the Interior-Coast border dummy fails to be significant. This

 result indicates that interior provinces are characterized by lower average

 synchronization between each other in the beginning of the 1990s. There is a

 radical change between the first and the subsequent periods. While over the first

 half of the 1990s coastal provinces appear to enjoy greater economic correlation

 than the rest of the country, they subsequently display lower synchronization than

 that taking place between interior provinces. One feature is worth noticing: over

 the first two sub-periods, the significance of the two regional dummies fades away

 when dissimilarities of international trade intensity are accounted for (columns 7

 9). It suggests that the lack of economic cohesion in China is rooted in this

 international trade heterogeneity. However, over the last period, both dummies

 remain significant. This last result highlights that economic fragmentation in China

 derives from the regionally differentiated economic policies that go beyond

 international openness. The negative and significant coefficient on Interior-Coast

 border signals that correlation between interior provinces exceeds that between

 coastal provinces as well as that between coastal and interior.

 Column 2 (Tables 3, 4 and 5) reports the results when Size, Distance10 and

 Adjacency variables are added in the regression of business cycle correlations

 beside intra-Coast and Interior-Coast dummies. Sizey is measured as the product of

 '"Distance between province i and j is computed as the real distance in kilometers along the shortest roads

 between i's and /s capital cities. Details are provided in the appendix.
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 provincial populations averaged over the relevant estimation period. Adjacency is a

 dummy variable that equals 1 when regions i and j are contiguous and 0 otherwise.

 It intends to capture greater correlation deriving from privileged links existing

 between directly connected provinces. As expected, results confirm that higher

 correlation is observed for physically closer provinces.11 There is no significant

 effect for being adjacent provinces. Findings of a significant impact of distance,

 size, and adjacency that are also significant determinants of trade flow dynamics in

 China (Poncet, 2005) suggest that flows of goods between provinces would be

 relevant to understand regional co-movement of economic activity.

 B. Influence of Regional Output Specialization

 Column 3 in all three tables introduces, parallel to exogenous factors presented

 above, an indicator of regional output specialization, to determine whether business

 cycles' in China are closer for provinces with more similar production structures.

 Kenen (1969) and Krugman (1993) stress that in the presence of industry

 specific shocks a higher similarity in production structures across regions is likely

 to be associated with greater business cycles' correlation, as two economies

 producing the same types of goods will be subject to similar stochastic
 developments. In line with Kraay and Ventura (2001)'s findings, Imbs (2003)

 underlines that in a context of aggregate shocks, business cycles' in countries with

 similar production patterns will be synchronized in case sectors differ in their

 response to shocks, for instance because of different market structures or labor

 market arrangements. Empirical evidence of the positive relationship of structure

 similarity on business cycles' synchronization is found in analyses using regional

 data (Kalemli-Ozcan et al., 2001; Clark and van Wincoop, 2001; Barrios and de
 Lucio, 2003; Barrios et al., 2003) as well as national data (Imbs, 2003; Calderon et

 al., 2003).

 Following Clark and van Wincoop (2001), we rely on a measure of structural

 dissimilarity proposed by Krugman (1991): production structure dissimilarityu
 n

 = X \sik~sjk\, where Sik and Sjk denote respectively the average share of activity k
 k = 1

 in province i and fs GDP. Note that the higher the index value, the greater the

 difference in industry shares across provinces i and j and therefore, the greater the
 differences in economic structure. Our measure covers 24 sectors for all Chinese

 nResults for the sub-period 1996-2000 however contrast with this expected finding. They suggest a
 counterintuitive positive and positive impact of distance on business cycles correlation.
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 provinces.12 We expect to observe a strong relationship between the degree of

 specialization across those broad sectors and the degree of regional co-movement,

 if, as suggested by Long and Plosser (1983), business cycles' are driven by specific
 shocks to broad industries.

 As argued by Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2001), we cannot a priori rule out that

 specialization is unaffected by fluctuations asymmetry. A province may attempt to

 reduce the size of a sector in which activity is characterized by a high variance

 relative to other provinces for reasons unrelated to the industrial structure. This

 scenario is however not validated, since the Hausman test of exogeneity does not

 reject the hypothesis of good performance of OLS.

 Results in column 3 suggest a negative and significant impact of production

 dissimilarities on the synchronization of business cycles' of Chinese provinces.

 This impact appears to be especially strong during the second half of the 1990s in

 coherence with provincial authorities' engagement in industrial policy planning

 during the Ninth Year Plan. The detrimental influence of specialization on business

 cycle correlation turns out to be particularly robust as it persists after other policy

 determinants are introduced in the regression from 1995 onwards. Over the first

 period, however, the impact of production dissimilarities becomes insignificant

 when the freight traffic variable is included. This result is coherent with a positive

 correlation for that period between freight traffic and production structure
 differentials.

 Findings of this section suggest that the ongoing increase in regional
 specialization of China's industries (Bai et al., 2004) amplifies output fluctuations

 of Chinese provinces. Results also underline that Chinese authorities can enhance

 the synchronization of business cycles by promoting domestic trade, possibly

 through investments in transport infrastructure.

 C. Influence of Economic Policy Coordination

 Local policy coordination is also traditionally considered as a key determinant of

 business cycles' synchronization (Fatas, 1997). A greater coordination of economic

 policies, however, has an ambiguous impact on business cycles' since it depends

 on the type of shocks driving economic fluctuations and on the ability to stabilize

 output. If macroeconomic policies are themselves a source of business cycles',

 more coordinated policy could then lead to higher synchronization of economic

 12Data are taken from the 1992 provincial input output tables.
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 fluctuations. However, common policies could reduce local governments'
 flexibility to dampen regional business cycles', which can result in less coordinated

 business cycles'. As this issue is ultimately an empirical one, we examine the

 impact of including two indicators of local policy similarity in our previous model.

 They intend to capture provincial divergence in terms of fiscal policy and of global

 economic autonomy respectively.

 Similarly to Clark and Van Wincoop (2001), we investigate the prevailing

 relationship between fiscal coordination and business cycle synchronization in the

 context of China based on the standard deviation of provincial budget deficit

 differentials. We rely on annual budget deficit data expressed as a percentage of

 GDP over the period from 1990 to 2002.

 We follow Boyreau-Debray (2000) and consider provincial heterogeneity in

 terms of inflation to reveal local autonomy patterns. This author finds that

 provincial CPI divergence from the national average is directly associated with

 local policy dissimilarities that go beyond fiscal practices to include differences in

 terms of firm ownership and economic interventionism. We compute average

 absolute difference of consumer price index to proxy local autonomy difference.
 y|IPC- -IPC- I

 We rely on , h'1 where IPCit, is the consumer price index of the
 t

 province i during the period t. We compute this average index over the six year

 period preceding the sub-period for which business cycle correlation is computed

 (i.e. 1986-1991, 1990-1995 and 1995-2000).

 We deal with the potential endogeneity of these policy difference measures:

 larger asymmetric shocks can lead to larger differences in local policy. Estimations

 are run using the two-stages-least-squares (2SLS) procedure.13

 Results are reported in columns 4 and 5. Both indicators of local policy
 dissimilarity14 enter with a negative sign in all regressions, suggesting that the

 greater local policy divergence, the lower business cycle correlation. Provinces

 conducting similar local policy tend to have more synchronized business cycles'.

 13Our indicator of bilateral deficit standard deviation turns out to be endogenous for all sub-periods. Our
 main instrument is the joint existence of an international border (that takes the value of 1 when one of

 the province shares a land or sea frontier with an international country, 2 when both provinces do and

 0 otherwise. Our instrument list includes the difference between the two provinces in terms of
 population density and primary GDP as well as the sum of the two provinces' value in terms of
 urbanization rate and of the share of population in the primary sector.

 14To test the robustness of these results, we also use another indicator of fiscal policy coordination.
 Bilateral deficit correlation coefficient entered as expected by theory with a significant positive sign.
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 Table 6. Summary Statistics of Variables

 Variable  Mean
 Standard

 Deviation

 1991-1995  .400  .231

 Output Correlation  1996-2000  .204  .340

 2001-2004  .579  .252

 Intra Coast  .146  .353

 Coast-Interior Border  .495  .501

 Size !)  .186  .176

 Distance2)  .206  .109

 Adjacency  .172  .378

 Dissimilarity of Production Structure  .642  .198

 Dissimilarity of Local Policy  .029  .0218
 (standard deviation of public deficit)

 Dissimilarity of Local Policy
 (Consumer Price Index differential)

 1991-1995

 1996-2000

 2001-2004

 2.280

 2.711

 1.575

 1.314

 1.068

 .577

 1991-1995  .065  .159

 Railways Freight Traffic (2)  1996-2000  .076  .185

 2001-2004  .085  .217

 1991-1995  .141  .163

 Dissimilarity of International Trade Intensity  1996-2000  .223  .300

 2001-2004  .348  .403

 Dissimilarity of International Partner  .706  .241

 Notes : 1) and 2): coefficients have been multiplied by 1010 and 104 respectively

 This feature gives support to the view of local policy as a source of fluctuations

 and not as a stabilizer of business cycles'. While over the 1900-1995 period, only

 fiscal policy divergence enters significantly, both proxies for the lack of policy

 coordination subsequently turn out to have a significant detrimental effect on
 economic cohesion.

 Results highlight that fiscal autonomy as well as broader economic
 interventionism act as two distinct and complementary sources of destabilization.

 The significant reduction in the coefficient in front of the fiscal policy differentials

 over the most recent period seems to indicate that the 1994 fiscal reform was quite

 successful in mitigating fiscal decentralization and in promoting fiscal
 rationalization. Notably, we estimate that over the period 2001-2004, a one

 standard deviation increase in fiscal divergence between a pair of provinces

 induces a 10% reduction in their business cycles' correlation. This effect is both
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 Table 7. Impact of One Standard Deviation Increase over the 2001-2005 sub-period

 Range of Impact
 Variables  (coefficient*standard deviation of

 explanatory variable)
 Size  -0.030/-0.056

 Distance  -0.036/-0.073

 Dissimilarity of Production Structure  -0.085/-0.129

 Dissimilarity of Local Policy  -0.057/-0.066

 (standard deviation of public deficit)

 Dissimilarity of Local Policy  -0.033/-0.047

 (Consumer Price Index differential)

 Railways Freight Traffic (2)  0.092-0.142

 Dissimilarity of International Partner  -0.098/-0.121

 Chinese average of output correlation over the same sub-period : 0.58

 statistically and economically significant. Such a computation is based on the

 multiplication of the coefficient value and the standard deviation of fiscal

 divergence across provinces. Summary statistics of variables are reported in Table

 6 while estimated impacts for all explanatory indicators appear in Table 7. The

 impact of one standard deviation increase in the explanatory variable has to be put

 in line with the average output correlation over the period.

 As far as policy implications are concerned, our results indicate that stabilization

 of output fluctuations can be achieved in China by promoting further coordinating

 fiscal and economic policies in the provinces.

 D. Influence of Domestic Economic Integration

 The influence of market integration on business cycles' synchronization received

 much attention especially in connection with the debate on the European Monetary

 Union. The objective of most of studies in the literature was to determine whether

 and which EU countries would form a viable and beneficial unique currency area

 in light of the existing (ex ante) economic integration between them. Here, our

 intention is to verify whether we find Chinese provinces to have more correlated

 business cycles' when they are similar in terms of domestic trade. The results will

 carry policy implications on how to promote deeper integration in China.

 As synthesized by Calderon et al. (2002), the impact of trade integration on

 business cycles' correlation could in fact go either way. On the one hand, if the

 demand channel is the dominant force driving business cycles', the more intense
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 bilateral trade is expected to accompany highly correlated business cycles' (Imbs,

 2003 and 2004). As an illustration, let a country increase its demand for outside

 goods following a positive output shock. The impact of this shock on the cycle of

 the country's trading partners should depend on the trade flows intensity between

 them. On the other hand, if industry-specific shocks are the dominant force in

 explaining cyclical output, the relationship could be reversed in case increasing

 specialization in production translates into inter-industry trade (as predicted in

 standard trade theory like the Heckscher-Ohlin paradigm). Trade integration may

 lead to increased specialization of each country on their (different) comparative

 advantages, resulting in more pronounced business cycles' due to asymmetric

 effects of industry-specific shocks (Eichengreen, 1992; Krugman, 1993). If the case

 were that the patterns of specialization are mainly intra-industry (as observed in

 industrial countries) trade integration would not necessarily lead to greater

 asymmetry. To summarize, the question of the total effect of trade intensity on

 business cycle correlation is to be answered empirically. The positive influence of

 trade in goods on the degree of business cycles' synchronization is in fact a robust

 finding across empirical studies (Clark and van Wincoop, 2001; Frankel and Rose,

 1998; Calderon et al, 2003).15

 Frankel and Rose (1998) demonstrate that trade integration significantly raises

 business cycle synchronization. Furthermore, Baxter-Kouparitsas (2005) stress that

 among the various candidate determinants of business cycle synchronization
 suggested in the literature, only trade integration has a robust effect.

 Unfortunately, no data exists on bilateral trade flows between Chinese provinces,

 preventing us from looking at the influence of bilateral trade integration on

 business cycle co-movement.16 The only available series that we are aware of

 provides the freight traffic volume through the railway system between and within

 provinces that evidently is only a partial measure of total trade.

 It is important to stress that railway freight volume is a truly imperfect proxy for

 domestic trade, especially in the preliminary stage of the reforms. This is due to the

 15More importantly, Clark and Van Wincoop (2001) show that incorporating trade into the regression
 equations turns the border effect that distinguishes between intra-national and international fluctuations

 insignificant. This finding indicates that higher levels of within-country trade can explain most of the

 observed differences between within-country and cross-country business cycle correlations.
 16The availability of Census data on bilateral migration flows between provinces induced us to test the

 potential impact of labor mobility on business cycle correlation. Our migration indicator failed to enter

 significantly in our model. This may be due to the fact that migration flows are a poor proxy of labor
 dynamics due to widespread regional migration restrictions and measurement errors.
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 very partial product coverage and heterogeneous spatial density of the railway

 transportation mode. Although coal, grain, iron and steel account for well over half

 of railroad freight volume, they make up at most ten or fifteen percent of the value

 of inter-provincial trade.

 The use of railway freight volume as an indicator of trade integration is

 especially problematic for the first sub-period of our sample. We should consider

 these points from Rong, Li et al. (1997):

 "The inadequacy of the national transport system remains the major barrier to

 greater regional integration... Coal alone accounts for two-fifths of the overall

 railway ton/km freight task... Apart from coal, the other main freight flows are of

 grain and iron and steel (each 8 per cent of the railway ton/km task)... The main

 transport problem... is the serious shortage of railway capacity, largely because of

 the priority given to coal, building materials, and other bulk freight. Space for non

 priority freight has to be booked weeks in advance and there is no certainty as to

 when consignments will reach their destination."

 As emphasized by Naughton (2003), over the beginning of the 1990s, "the need

 to ensure shipments of these bulk commodities obstructed the development of

 shipments of high value commodities. However, that is unlikely to be the case

 today, except in individual areas of China". Indeed, during the 1990s, China made

 a major investment effort to upgrade its transportation and communications

 infrastructure. During the eighth Five-Year Plan period (1991-1995), as put

 forward by officials, successes in building up basic industries and infrastructure

 eased the "bottleneck" constraints on economic growth, providing additional
 strength for future economic development. As such we expect that railway freight

 volume correlates more closely to total trade integration towards the end of the 20th

 and beginning of the 21st century.

 We analyze the role of freight traffic as a determinant of business cycles'

 synchronization based on the average sum of freight traffic. Freight Traffic y =

 (Freight Traffic y + Freight Traffic y)/2 is computed over the relevant sub-periods.

 Endogeneity is likely to be a problem since higher business cycle synchronization

 may result in stabilized and large bilateral trade. Column 6 in Tables 3 to 5 reports

 2SLS estimation results.17 Freight traffic turns out to have an unexpected negative

 170ur indicator of domestic trade intensity is instrumented using the joint distance to the national capital

 city as well as the absolute difference between the two provinces in terms of their domestic remoteness

 Distance-,,

 defined following Helliwell's (1997): Remotej = ^ —GDP .
 Ir •* I 1 k
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 and significant impact on business cycles' synchronization over the first sub

 period. Its influence becomes positive and significant over the two subsequent sub

 periods 1996-2000 and 2001-2004. This evolution is coherent with the drastic

 improvement of transportation infrastructure over the 1990s. Over the sub-period,

 freight traffic may act as a proxy of bottlenecks and irrationality of the allocation

 system while it better corresponds to the internal trade intensity. Results attest to

 the beneficial impact of domestic integration from mid 1990s onwards. They are

 coherent with the view that global shocks dominate economic fluctuations or that

 industry shocks lead to vertical specialization. These results, in contrast, refute the

 view that industry shocks are dominant. They invalidate the Heckscher-Ohlin

 prediction that trade openness leads to complete specialization. We can compute

 that, over the period from 2001 to 2004, a one standard deviation increase in

 freight traffic intensity between two provinces induces a 15% increase in their

 business cycles' correlation. Over that sub-period, our proxy of domestic trade

 integration turns out to be the strongest force behind business cycles'
 synchronization.

 Our results confirm the policy implications presented in section B that the

 synchronization of business cycles can be improved by promoting domestic trade,

 possibly through investments in transport infrastructure and though tougher stand

 against provincial domestic trade protection.

 E. Influence of Dissimilarity of International Economic Integration

 As a last step of our research, we investigate the influence of the growing

 heterogeneity between Chinese provinces in terms of international trade openness.

 Our approach focuses on differences in international trade flows intensity and

 partners.

 When considering the influence of the disparity between provinces' international

 trade intensity, we are interested in determining whether the heterogeneity in the

 degree of international economic integration between two provinces has an

 implication for the synchronization of their business cycles'. We would expect

 similar international trade intensity for two provinces to induce greater economic

 business cycles' synchronization between them as they are influenced to a similar

 extent by the international cycle. Under this scenario, similar levels of international

 trade for two provinces would induce tighter economic business cycles' between

 them. Moreover, as noted by Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2001), higher integration in

 international markets would enable provinces to insure themselves against
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 asymmetric shocks through diversification of ownership and therefore allow them

 to engage into more specialized production structure. In this case, diverging

 opportunities for income diversification due to dissimilar international integration

 are expected to be associated with more asymmetric business cycles'. An
 alternative scenario could, however, be that international trade acts as a stabilizing

 force and facilitates regional adjustment to idiosyncratic shocks, especially in a

 context of poor domestic integration. Under this hypothesis, diverging degrees of

 international integration would be associated with stronger business cycle
 correlation.

 We rely on an indicator that contrasts the international openness degree of

 provinces i and j. We calculate International trade intensity dissimilarity■if=\FTrFTj\

 where FT, and FT} correspond to the average ratio of trade to GDP of provinces i

 and j respectively.

 We anticipate that the impact of international trade intensity dissimilarity differs

 depending on the time period. At a primary stage of international openness and

 reforms, heterogeneous international trade ratios could correspond to
 heterogeneous needs for adjustment to idiosyncratic shocks across provinces.

 Subsequently, with the rapid liberalization of international flows, the extent to

 which international trade intensity differs across China rises dramatically (see

 Table 7), possibly to a point where it is associated with lower business cycle

 correlation between provinces that are very much integrated with the international

 market and those that are mainly dependent on the domestic market.

 Aside from differences in terms of international trade intensity, we also
 investigate the influence of differences in terms of partners. We compute an

 indicator of partner dissimilarity derived from Krugman (1991)'s formula for

 output structure dissimilarity, defined as International Partner dissimilarityy

 = x |s. -s.!, where Sip and Sjp denote the share of partner p, respectively
 P = 1

 inprovince i and /s international export flows.

 We would expect great inter-provincial disparity in terms of international partner

 structure to correspond to high heterogeneity in terms of influence by different

 international cycles'. Under this scenario, similar partner structures for
 international trade for two provinces would induce tighter economic business

 cycles' between them. Columns 7-9 report results including dissimilarity of

 international partner and trade intensity relying on 2SLS. One may suspect our

 international trade intensity dissimilarity and international partner dissimilarity

 indicators to be endogenous as trade policy can be influenced by the magnitude of
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 business cycles'.18

 Results emphasize the negative and significant impact of inter-provincial

 differences in terms of international trade intensity over the sub-period 1996-2000

 while dissimilarity in terms of trade partners fails to enter significantly. Findings

 are reserved over the last sub-period. From 2000 onwards, inter-provincial

 disparity in terms of international partners becomes the strongest detrimental force

 to business cycle correlation.

 As far as policy implications are concerned, our results indicate that stabilization

 of output fluctuations can be achieved in China by promoting more homogenous

 trade openness across provinces, possibly though better information and network

 sharing.

 VI. Conclusion

 This paper documents business cycles' fluctuations in China. On the basis of

 output data in Chinese provinces, we emphasize that cycles' synchronization

 increased from a rather low level at the beginning of the 1990s to a level

 comparable to that of the US at the beginning of the 2000s. Results stress the

 cleavage existing between the coastal and interior regions: business cycles'

 correlation between coastal regions appears to be much lower than that in the rest

 of the country. In that sense the Chinese market appears to be split into two parts.

 Our investigation of the role that various potential domestic determinants play in

 the synchronization of business cycles' is conclusive in the context of the Chinese

 economy. Trade integration and fiscal and economic policy coordination are found

 to foster business cycles' synchronization. On the other hand, production structure

 divergence and international trade dissimilarity tend to reduce business cycles' co

 movements. As far as policy implications are concerned, our results indicate that

 stabilization of output fluctuations can be achieved in China by promoting

 domestic trade and further coordinating fiscal and economic policies in the

 provinces.

 l8Both indicators of international trade heterogeneity are instrumented using the absolute difference
 between the two provinces in terms of their international remoteness defined as

 Distance

 X gdp as well as their difference in terms of surface area and their joint ratio of
 k foreign partner ^

 highway length on surface area.
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 Data Sources

 Monthly industrial output data in 1990 yuan price at the provincial level are

 taken from the China Monthly Statistics edited by China Statistical Information and

 Consultancy Service Center under the National Bureau of Statistics.

 Distance: Bilateral distances between provinces are measured on the basis of

 real distance by road in kilometers between their capital cities following the

 quickest route based on very detailed maps. This measure, which takes into

 consideration the reality of geographical space (mountains, lakes, density and

 quality of road infrastructures), is a better proxy than Great Circle distance that is

 generally used in economic geography or trade studies.

 Production structure: A broader decomposition is available for 1992 from the

 China Industrial Economic Statistical Yearbook (State Statistical Bureau). We rely

 on gross output data. A total of 23 industrial sectors are covered from Beverage

 manufacturing to Power generation.

 Domestic Trade: Data on freight traffic through railways (in tons) between

 provinces are taken from China transportation and communications yearbook.

 These statistics are imperfect representative of the total trade flows of provinces

 since the railways freight traffic volume is very much dependent on the alternative

 means of transportation available in the province. The main alternatives of
 transportation are highways and waterways. We therefore by no means pretend to

 measure domestic trade as a whole but rather a share of it, knowing that the size of

 this share is very heterogeneous across provinces.

 International trade partner structure: We rely on the decomposition of

 provincial exports for 224 international partners obtained from Chinese Customs

 for the year 1998.
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